Shanghai Weekly, 2010.4.13 issue (Translation):
The Game of Continuation and discontinuation
By Chen Meng Jie

Henrik Drescher insisted that his work was not a travel journal but rather a recreation and reconstruction of imageries. About his
postcard experiment that he conducted years ago, he said it was just a game that won't be continued. However, the "notebook"
works will.
On April 7th, the inside of Stir Gallery was a mess. A man in a plaid shirt suddenly appeared in my glance. I subconsciously realized
that he must be Henrik Drescher.
Because the exhibition set-up was still in progress, the gallery floor was filled and covered by enormous "notebooks". It was
Drescher's primary way of art making- randomly arranged drawings, scrapped photographs and printed ephemera to form
collages over large pieces of paper. On the tables were seas of "trash" that consisted of odd looking pieces of paper. They were
the raw materials from his "notebook" which looked like a manically encyclopedic mail order catalog.
He pulled out stacks of books from a cardboard box. These books had brought him fames. Some of them were copies of his
limited-edition and one-of-kind handmade books which sold for thousands of US dollars, and were in the collection of New York
MOMA, Victorian and Albert Museum and other museums. There were also some copies of his printed and published books,
such as Turbulence and Postal Seance, which were loved and enjoyed by even the trendiest readers. He was also the author of
many children's books that have be treated as the "textbooks" for illustration major in art colleges.
A Non-conforming Person
"My application to the Rhode Island School of Design was rejected. Two years later, I was teaching there," cynically said Drescher.
He frankly told about his experience with education, "I endured for a semester there and I graduated myself!"
He existed in the field of art with this kind of unconventional attitude. He didn't have a permanent studio. He traveled around
the world. His journeys became his "notebook". When I was puzzled in front of this abstract "notebook", his explanation cleared
my mind. He said, "for example, in the drawings I've done while I was traveling in Indonesia, you wouldn't be able to find anything
symbolical about Indonesia." Again, he stated that his work was not a travel journal.
In the exhibition Nervenet at Stir Gallery, the most impressive work goes to the installation piece, titled Nervenet. It's an extension
of his notebook work. The armature of the piece is built from discarded wire picked up in the streets of China and North America.
The three large panels at the starting end of the installation seems to be reflecting the Chinese landscape scroll paintings. The
enormous shapes of reds and greens reinforce an artistic interpretation.
The Postcard Experiment
Postal Seance, published in 2004, derived from Drescher's pondering about the meanings of death: could we communicate with
the afterlives? The rule of the game in his experiment was that he sends out actual postcards written by himself. He wrote in details:
the names of dead people to communicate with (mostly of them were famous people such as Einstein, John Cage, Francis Bacon,
The Beatles and so on), and their assumed "current" addresses. If the postcards were returned to sender, it would mean the deaths
had "rejected" the mail. If not (the postcards were probably lost in the mail), it would mean they were "delivered" successfully.
He said it was only a game.
The address for Beatles' John Lennon and George Harrison was "the Forever Strawberry Fields." On the card to Franz Kafka, there
was a man encaged by a net, and a convulsed yellow bird. The crooked writing read: “liberating the destructive element in himself.
” Drescher had asked friends in nine different cities around the world to participate in the experiment. The amusing results were:
80% of the postcards were "delivered". The success rate for Rome designated mails was 100%. I asked him if he would do the
experiment again, he said no.
Face to Face
Shanghai Weekly (SW): How do you get inspired when you create?
Henrik Drescher (HD): I don't know. If someone tells you that he or she knows the answer, that would be a bullshit! Assuming I
wanted to draw something after watching a movie, I could only say that some parts of the movies reminded me something or
imagery that had already existed in my mind.
SW: You and your wife has set up a studio in Hong Kong, called Babble Lab, do you still have it?
HD: I never like studio. It's not there anymore. If I had one now, I think it's going to be a mess inside. We now brought a house in Dali
and will plan to settle down there.

